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The promise of the next generation energy
storage: Redeeming the time of ‘energy
apartheid’ in Africa
Learning objectives:
 Energy storage systems and promises for Africa
 Business case for investment
 “Energy apartheid” in Africa: What does it mean?
 “Wind of change” in energy storage systems:
• New technology developments
• RD&I @ CSIR
 Lessons and opportunities for the way forward

Why energy?
"Access to electricity is strongly correlated with every measurable indicator
of human development.”
-- Berkeley Science Review, 2008

“You cannot have poverty alleviation without economic growth ...and you
cannot have economic growth without access to energy...basic services
that people in rich countries take for granted cannot be offered."
-- World Bank, 2010

Why energy storage?
Storage is the main impediment to the development and
widespread utilisation of renewable energy (solar and wind).

The next generation electrochemical
energy storage systems (NEESS)
 Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries: State-of-the-art… next decade!
 Lithium-Sulphur batteries: Yet to be demonstrated
 Metal-Air batteries (e.g., Li-air, Zn-air)
 Sodium-ion batteries: Low-cost, large-scale storage
 Multi-valent systems (e.g., Mg2+, Ca2+)

 Redox flow batteries: Good, but expensive chemistry
 Supercapacitors (hybrid / asymmetric systems): ‘batteries on
steroids’
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“Lithium-ion batteries are one of

the great successes of modern
materials electrochemistry”
Aricò et al. Nature Materials 4 (2005) 366 – 377
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Supercapacitors: ‘batteries on steroids’, ‘the next big thing in energy
storage’, can be charged and discharged a million times, and in seconds!
Source: Wikipedia images

Different shapes and sizes for a multitude of applications
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Rechargeable Lithium-ion Battery
During discharge, Li+ inserted
into the cathode, electrons
flow to the cathode to do the
work and to reduce the
cathode materials to lower
valence. The rate of these 2
processes control maximum
discharge current.

Performance intimately linked
to the make-up of the two
electrodes and separator.
Source: Deng et al., Energy Environ. Sci. 2009, 2, 818–837,

Popular chemistries of lithium-ion batteries
 Lithium cobalt oxide, LiCoO2 (LCO): Sony 1992
 Lithium manganese oxide, LiMn2O4 (LMO):
- CSIR, Nissan Leaf, Chevy
 Lithium manganese nickel oxide, LiMn1.5N0.5O4 (LMNO): CSIR
 Lithium nickel manganese oxide, LiNiMnCoO2 (NMC):
- Argonne, CSIR

 Lithium nickel cobalt aluminium, LiNiCoAlO2 (NCA):
- Tesla, Panasonic
 Lithium iron phosphate, LiFePO4 (LFP): Hydro-Quebec

 Lithium titanate, Li4Ti5O12 (LTO): CSIR

Business case: Africa and energy storage
mineral resources
World ranking
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Also available in Africa are cobalt, nickel, tin, iron, sodium,etc

But… where is Africa?
Geographical distribution of lithium-ion battery patents based
on publications (1970 – 2010)

Energy landscape in Africa
 Less than 20% Africans has access to electricity (World Bank)
 Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) has the lowest measure of energy
production, accounting for only 6.4 percent of world energy output.

 Poor energy generation capacity
o Africa (> 1 billion people) ≈ Belgium (11 million people)
o 48 countries of SSA ≈ Spain
o If we exclude RSA, SSA’s ≈ Argentina’s
 African power sector dominated by the North and South
o Southern Africa (~58.3%)
o North Africa (~30%)
o West Africa (~6.3%)
o East Africa (~2.3%)
o Central Africa (~2.3%)
Source:“Energy Poverty In Africa”, Proceedings of a Workshop held by OFID in Abuja, Nigeria, June 8 –10, 2008

“Energy apartheid” in Africa, …really?
“Eliminating energy apartheid in South Africa: Loans from
the World Bank are crucial”
Source: Dr Frank Clemente, Energy-Facts Weekly, March 10, 2010

“Africa denied electricity by what amounted to a global
energy apartheid” - Jim Yong Kim, World Bank President
Source: “Africa denied electricity – Kim”, Business Report, Thursday, April 3, 2014

“Africa needs fossil fuels to end energy apartheid”
Source: Scientific American™ (August 2014)

“Energy apartheid” in Africa, …really?
Metaphorical statement, I guess, so:
Apartheid

Energy in Africa
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Internal resistance (Violent anger) “Holy” anger amongst Africans
“Wind of change” speech (3 Feb
1960)

“Wind of change” speech by African
leaders

“Wind of Change” blowing through Africa
“The wind of change is blowing through this continent.
Whether we like it or not, this growth of national
consciousness is a political fact”

British Prime Minister, Harold Macmillan, to
the Parliament of South Africa, Cape Town,
3 February1960

‘Wind of change’ song by African leadership
U.S.-Africa Leaders Summit hosted by President Barak
Obama (4th August 2014)
"Africa is hugely in darkness, whatever we can do to get Africa
from a place of darkness to a place of light ... I think we should
encourage that to happen”. - Prof C.O. Nebo, Nigeria's minister of power.
"Africa will never run out of sun. Our energy is right there in front
of us. Why not use it?"
- Akon, the Senegalese Grammy-winning artist.
"Anything that will give you 40 gigawatts of installed capacity and
take billions of tons of carbon out of the air, you have to figure out
how to make that work."
- Jim Yong Kim, World Bank President

Tesla’s lithium-ion battery for homes (Powerwall®)

Source: Tesla

- Launched 30 April 2015
- 7 kWh (US$3,000)
- 10 kWh (US$3,500)
-

“This is gonna be a great solution for people
in the remote part of the world where there
is no electricity wire or electricity is
extremely
intermittent
or
extremely
expensive,… In fact, what we are seeing is
similar to what happened with cell phone
versus landline, where the cell phones
actually leapfrogged the landlines and there
wasn’t the need to put landlines in a lot of
countries or remote locations. So, people in
a remote village or island somewhere can
take solar panels, combine it with Powerwall
and never have to worry about having
electricity line”.
-Elon Musk

Flat screen TV: 0.1 kWh
Laptop: 0.05 kWh
Refrigerator: 0.2 kWh
Light bulb per room: 0.1 kWh
Washing machine: 2.3 kWh

What does the Powerwall® mean to Africa?
Huge competitive advantages for Africa
• Raw materials that are cheaper than
the currently used NCA (nickel-cobaltaluminium) chemistry by Tesla

Source: Tesla

• Moving quickly to low-cost materials
can bring “technology-innovation” to the
benefit of African intellectual property

Sold out until 2016,
barely a week after
its launch!

• Africa would be able to position its own
raw materials as irreplaceable into the
value chain

CSIR RD&I strategy on energy storage
Until 2013
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Patented products: LMO, LMNO, NMC, etc

New CSIR Energy Storage RD&I laboratory
Manganese-rich products
being developed:
 LiMn2O4 (LMO)
 LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 (LMNO)
 Li.2Mn0.52Ni0.13Co0.13Al0.02O2

(LNMCA)
 Sodium-ion batteries
 Mn-based supercapacitors
*Funded by CSIR, DST and TIA

Food for thought: Predictions from history
 Cell phones vs landlines (“telephone isn’t for the poor”former Nigerian Communication Minister?)
 Prohibitive cost of PV few years ago
 When was the last time we witnessed a media hype on
battery?

Conclusion
 Energy apartheid in Africa is crashing down.
 New opportunities for the wise venture-capitalists and
visionary entrepreneurs.
 Expensive imports of energy storage systems will sabotage

Africa’s economic development.
 African can now redeem lost time in economic development
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